
Federalist and Anti-Federalist Propaganda Poster Project 
 

Learning Target:  I can explain positions that Federalists or Anti-Federalists took on ratification of 
the Constitution. 

 

Using your notes, handouts, and historical knowledge create a propaganda poster that supports 
(Federalist) OR opposes (Anti-Federalist) ratifying the Constitution. 

 

Your Poster needs to include: 
 Slogan – Be creative and catchy! 

 Clearly state, at least 4, reasons on why to support or oppose ratification of the Constitution. 

 Name at least 2 people who support the position – “Quote” them. 

 What groups would be on their side? (i.e. Large landowners, Merchants, Local Farmers) 

 Creative artwork (drawing/sketches) with color. 
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